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I. I NTRODUCTION
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Network Services (NS) like video streaming are usually
made up of several Network Functions (NF) that compose a
Service Function Chain (SFC). Examples of these NFs can be
firewalls, video optimizers, parental control, etc.; and they can
be virtualized (VNFs) using Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) technologies.
When a NS deployment is requested, an algorithm must
decide where to map the SFC in the infrastructure satisfying
the imposed link and computational requirements. This is
known as the VNF mapping problem, and it is a N P-hard
problem [1] that can be solved using techniques as Integer
Linear Programming (ILP), Mixed ILP (MILP) [2], [3]; and
heuristic algorithms [4], [5].
None of the cited solutions to the problem deal with a multidomain scenario, i.e. an environment where multiple Service
Providers (SPs) share resources to perform NS deployments.
This work presents how we solve the VNF mapping problem
when multiple SPs are involved, and the performance of
several greedy algorithms we have tried.
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II. M ULTI - DOMAIN VNF MAPPING
We solve the VNF mapping problem in a federation of SPs
that share fat-tree data centers [6] under their domains.
The simulator developed in our research creates a graph for
every SP to represent its resources and the ones other SPs
share with it in the federation (Figure 1).
Every time a NS request arrives to a SP, the simulator relies
on an algorithm to map the NS’s SFC to the SP’s graph. In this
work the simulator is fed with greedy algorithms that travel
through the SP’s graph using the link’s delay as cost, and they
try to find the closest server to host the next VNF present in
the SFC.
Our objective is to minimize the delay of going from the
first VNF (V1 ) to the last one (Vl ) of the mapped NS (equation
(1)). To do so any mapping algorithm must satisfy that the
delay between the mapped VNFs delayma p (Vi ,Vk ) is below
the requested delay between them delayr eq (Vi ,Vk ) (equation
(2)). As well, every link l must have more bandwidth bw(l)
than the sum of the bandwidth usage of the VNFs (VA ,VB )
that it connects (term ul, (V A,VB ) · bw(VA ,VB ) in equation (3)),
and every server s must have more computational resources
comput s than the sum of the computational resources used by
the VNFs V it hosts (term ul,V · comput V in equation (4)).
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Fig. 1. Illustration of a federated multi-domain infrastructure of 5 SPs and
their respective graphs. A NS mapping request arrives to SP1.
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III. E XPERIMENT
We test several greedy VNF mapping algorithms in top of
our simulator. They rely on Dijkstra, a meta-heuristic called
tabu search, and modified versions of Breadth First Search
(BFS) and Depth First Search (DFS) [7] that avoid redundant
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Fig. 2. Running time of 400 NS mapping requests using different algorithms
as server resources are reduced.
TABLE I
ACCEPTANCE RATIOS AS RESOURCES ARE REDUCED
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operations thanks to our “cutoffs” using infrastructure knowledge.
In the experiment we have 20 SPs, each one with a k = 4
fat-tree in its own domain. All the SP’s gateways are connected
in a full mesh, and the federation states that every SP shares
up to 4 fat-tree pods with other 9 SPs (each fat-tree pod has
4 servers).
On top of that scenario 400 NS are requested among the 20
SPs. We check how many of them can be allocated (acceptance
ratio in TABLE I), and how long does it takes to perform the
400 NS mappings when we reduce the fat-trees resources in
tenths (Figure 2).
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
With this work our contribution to the state of the art is the
extension of the VNF mapping problem to the multi-domain
scenario, and our DFS with “cutoffs” greedy algorithm, which
can map 400 NS requests in 20 SPs in less than 2 min. and 30
sec. (no matter how much we reduce the available resources).
The downside of the greedy algorithms we rely on is that they
do not retrieve optimal solutions although they are fast.
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